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A series of progrsmÿnes about this planet

and what man is doing to it,

LADrES lh IÿICL FIELD 25 On the island of Java, one has only to thro-

a seed upon idle earth and it wi!l give birtl

RICE PADDÿ The sun and rain seem always to be in the

right balance to feed the rice ÿ to

matulÿ the grain-

38
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{hy, then, are so many farmers leaving the

land --

Why are the people coming in eÿ-er-iÿ.creasiÿ

nÿnnbers to the city -- to Jakarta -- with

its nÿiseÿ its crowds, its traffic jamsÿ

its hectic modern centerÿ

For behind the facade of prosperity

the migrants from the country will live

in poverty and_ need°

FACLÿ Jakarta is little different from most

cities in the developing world -- but it

is taking the first steps to improve the

lives of its migrant poor.

BOAT RACE 85 On another Pacific island -- in a

neighboring nation -- there is no peverty--

but prcsperity is not without its own

problems,
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Aucklandÿ New Zealaud, for all its affluence

shares ÿAth Jakarta a baleoning growth.

Home by home, street by street, in a single

generation, this city has come to house

one-quarter of a nationts population.

Aucklarÿ, like most industrialized cities,

has indulged in the luxury of urban sprawl.

WEÿDÿOLM BÿACH

::.24

But this is a youthful city -- with time on

its slde.  Auckland is seizing the chance

to plan for its future -- to take action

now which will lead to a m,ÿre manageable

city tomorrow.

SUPT,ÿR TITLE:

A PLACE TO  LIÿEE

As people swain to the cities --whether

young or old -- ÿether rich or poor --

each in its own way must buiZd for its

gathering people a place to live.



....  Sÿ vÿ ÿ...
%AGE S Cÿ_ÿhÿS l>0 Javats people are lÿral by tralition ÿ-

peasants ÿ.ÿo for generations have workeÿ

the land ÿ %ut lanÿ has run out.  Java

is one of the poorest and most crowÿed

islands in the world--- and worse is to

come ÿ as birth rates boom ÿl spite of

family planning efforts.

YOLÿN G t,,Aÿ

168 '

Sluice all of the island ÿs arable land is

already under cultivation, it is little

wonder that the young are breaking with

tradition to seek a new challenge.

JAYÿTA STÿ@ÿ'Tÿ PAÿ TO ROAD 170 For most ÿral youths, the challenge will

come on the streets of the cityj  The

reason is simple -- in the fast-developing

Indonesian capital -- they hope %0 find

jobs.

BTfflIÿ3!NG   COÿYÿTRUCTION   SCÿ/ÿvÿS

190

In the 1950ÿsÿ Jakarta began its trans-

formation into a modern city with the

construction of office buiidingsÿ hotelsÿ

highways aÿm national monuments.  The

building created jobs by the thousands.

igrants caste to seek thosÿ ÿobs by the

tens of ÿn,ÿusands.

!94Iÿ2N %ÿLOADÿG SHIP Those neither:lucky nor ski!led enough to

be employed in creating The modern city

looked for aÿy work available.

The promise of employment --- more often

imagined than real --- and the ÿressures

on rural land -- combined to double



Jakartals population in thelast decade,

And the growth doesn't cease -- by the

end of this century Jakarta may triple

again to twice the present size of ÿew

York City.

IÿIDICAÿS
2ÿD DRIVERS

233

$ince there are not jobs enough for the

250 migrants arriving in Jÿarta each day,

people survive as best they can.  One way

is to rent a pedicab by the day -- hoping

to find enough riders to pay the rent and

have a few rupiah left over for rice.

But, during most of the day, there are

more waiting drivers than workÿg ones in

the streets of Jakarta.

IÿIN STRUT ÿ'ÿTH CAIÿAL

, k

Ivÿ BATHING IN CANAL

240"

256

Jakarta became Indonesiaÿs most important

commercial city with the arrival of the

Dutch East India Company in the early

17th century.  The network of drainage

channels -- ÿhich remain the cityls most

prominent feature -- are part of her

colonial heritage.  In a city with little

piped water, the ancient flood-prevention

canals offer to most of Jakartaÿs people

their only opportunity t.o launder or lÿthe.

PAN   FROM  TRAFFIC TO   CA.NAL

CU OANAL

WATLR  ÿqDOPS  FILLING  TINS

257

267

272

In a citY with no sewer system, tlÿ same

canals become the receptacle for much of

the city's garbage and waste.  The poor--

which in Jakarta means four out of every

five people -ÿ live casually with the

dirty, stagnant water,.

For drinking water -- "t-ÿe poor depend

upon water peddlers who fill their large
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VÿJDOR SFÿLLJHÿG ÿATER
TO WOÿ$N

29o

tin cans at municipal wells and carÿy the

water into every corner of the city ÿ-

even into the narrow ÿIleyÿmys of the

squatter settlements -ÿ ,to the housewives

who can afford to buy clean water.

298

City lÿd -- like rural land -- is preeiouÿ

Even the green space which separates the

city streets does not lay idle,  The

migrantsÿ putting their rural skills to

workÿ use it to grow a little extra food.

Sÿ]ATTER HOUSING BESIDE
RAILROAD

3o5

317

For the urban migrantÿa place to live is

a shack -- built wherever there is

unoccupied land,   Htuÿan desperation has

dictated the ÿattern oÿf Jakarta' s growthÿ

but a slow shift of attitude tÿwar&

squatters has begun -- arÿ for the poor

of this city there is a glint of hope on

the horizonÿ

BOWÿING SCÿ:ÿFÿ

33o

In New Zealamdÿ a verÿÿ different kited of

urban life.  ÿ enjoyment and a strictly

observed five-day work week combine to

insure a leisurelyÿ comfortable life-style.

358

Auclÿland is a young city in a young country

an active city at the hub Gf an agriculture

nation.

ZO0ÿil  NYÿOM  CIÿ\TER  TO  CÿNTÿ    368
CITY

375

It is a city proud oÿ its natural beauty --
"i

of extinct volcanoes turned into parkland -

of varied coastlines extending in every

direction from a centra! isthmus bounded

by the lÿacific Ocean and the Tasman Sea.
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TRaV-ÿELÿ-G  SHOT  ÿ   HOIÿKÿ A generation agoÿ AucLland was described

as a string of villages tied together by

a sewer llne.  Here it has always been a

traditional goal to own a home with back

garden on a quarter-acre plot of land.

395

The single-fÿnily house is a symbol of the

individuality on which each New Zealander

prides himself -- and it is a luxury which

only the most affluent cities have been

able to afford.

PAÿ  FROÿ  SÿhGIE   FAÿdLLY  HOUSE  396
TO  IÿULTI-FAAILY  DÿLLiNG

405

But ÿith changing times, smong the single-

family homes have appeared the occasiorÿl

multl-family block -- squeezed onto the

traditional small plot of land -- a sign

of a new crowding and of the ever-rising

cost of land and homes.

PAN  OF  H0iviES  01N   HILLSIDE           406

422

In the past fifty years, the population of

Auckland has tripled.  Today, one out of

every four New Zealanders lives in this

metropolis --- the villages of a gerÿ ration

ago have merged into one vast suburb.

During the next tÿo decades, the city's

three-quarters of a million people could

double again to becÿne a million arÿ a

half, al! denÿnding land, homes and jobs,

PAIÿ FPÿIiÿ HOUSE TO GRAJI!NG     ÿ23
7ÿkND

PAN OF FIÿD

So the city pushes further ard further

into the coantryside.  But as the grazing

lands are consumed by the expanding city --

AucklarA is planning for its future --

not only as a city -- but as a region.
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In an area the size of Delawareÿ the

Auckland Regional Authority has outlined

policies for land useÿ for conservation

of green space, for preservation of water

resources and for other areas which will

affect the lives of all the region's people-

urban ÿ suburban and rural°

Auckland will have a better chazc e than

most cities for rational expansion because

local planning will conform to the regional

scheme.

SHOP£!NG CÿTER SCRÿS 451 Groÿth means people.  Auckland is attractinÿ

migrants from rural New Zealand and from

nearby South Pacific islands at a faster

rate than any other city in the rÿtion.

Already, Auckland has the largest Poiyrÿsieÿ

population of any city in the ÿTorldo

0nly natiolÿl decisions can affect overall

distribution of people°  If New Zealand

wishes to better balance its urban

population -- other cities must be made

as attractive to industry and to migrants

as Auckland.

CRICIfÿT iÿ2CH 474 In spite of phenomenal growth since World

:Jar II, Auckland citizens cling to their

leisurely life-style.

With stil! greater pressures ahead, that

life-style is threatenedÿ  Even prosperous

cities must make hard decisions about what

can, and what should be preserved, about
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LA/]Y  -WITH  CHIIÿD  ON  BPÿ[DGE

.. kOTA 7ÿA},ÿBU SCÿY.ÿ

488

,v

NÿLPÿO'J STPÿ

tiOivÿ

532

535

494

how best to use limited resources to

provide for a growing population.

There is no leisure for a mother Stlÿggling

for the survival of her family in a

Jakarta kampung.  Kamptuag means village --

in Jakarta it has come to mean the crowded,

mud-pathed squatter settlements which

spring up wherever there is unclaimed land.

In iÿota Bambu - or Bamboo City - the

villagers from the country remain villagers

in the city -- and everyday brings more

relatives and friends to swell the numbers

eating and sleeping in the make-shift homesÿ

Attempts to stop the flow of migrants to

the cities have always failed.  For years;

Jakarta transported migrants from the city

by day -- only to have them return in

greater nmÿbers at night.

Urben squatters are a fact-of-life in most

cities of the developing world.  Jakarta

has gradually come to accept them.

The kÿpungsÿ once regarded as the city*s

shameÿ are now its challenge -- it chance

to build: a better life for its poor..

ivÿntang }[addis is an openÿ activeÿ pleasant

coÿmmuuity.  In 1969, it was one of Jakartaÿ

worst kampu/qgs ÿ

.The city paved the footpaths and provided

drainage  -- undrÿnatic improvpÿments

but ones which gave the people a sense of
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548

security- an indentive to gradually

transform their shacks into solid,

attractive home s.

OivaiN FÿTCHING ÿATER

552 Today the wind brings clean ÿter to

Mentang Waddis°  The most important

addition was the artesian wells which

draw drinking water from deep underground.

562

(iÿ oF BATHHOUSE, 564

575

The water is not free --- but it costs a

family one-fifth the 1ÿIpiah charged by the

water vendor,

The women of ÿntang Waddis no longer

launder and bathe in the city's canals

the kampung now has its own cl ear water

for washingÿ a community bathhouse and

public toilets.  Health sad hygiene werÿ

primary conceiÿas in bettering the condition

of the city's poor.

WOiv.i.ÿ..ÿN IAD-NIIÿtlIÿG IN
EATHHOUSE

SCÿ ÿ BUILDING
DRAINAGE DIT CHÿ

57T

584

588

Mentang ÿaddis became JakartaT s model

kampung ÿ proof that the quality-of-llfe

in a squatter settlement can be upgraded

by providing a few basic low-cost impreÿe-

ments-- giving the people a foundation

on which $u build,

The success of the pilot project encouraged

the city to plan similar improvements for

other Jakarta kampungs.  A 14or!d BarAi ioan

made it possible to enlarge ani speed ÿp

the programrÿ so that in a tÿo-year period

improvements would reach 53 of the city's

worst kampungs and bring better living

conditions to one mÿd a quarter million

squatters.



"PAN-OF  !ÿ.lÿlBO0 AND
W.OODI!ÿ WALLS
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' CLINIC  , '

[

i

N  STUCCOING  HObÿFÿ 629

640

648
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Iork is already underway on the paths and

drainage ditches in many of the kampungs0

The cost to the city is modest ÿ only a

few dollars per resident -- and the

programme also provides employment to

some of the city:s jobless.

As soon as the work in a kamÿpung begins,

the shaÿks start to disappear.  The ÿalls

of bamboo matting and wood scraps -- so

sÿuÿbolic of migrant housing give way to

walls of brick and stucco -- symbolic of

the new security -- the new community.

Many kampung families agree to lose a

wall or a corner of their home to make

way for the paths snd drainage ditches --

after allÿ their homes will no longer

flood after every heavy rain.  So the

improvement programme provides the frame-

work on which the villagers and their

neigÿubors are building a better lifeÿ

As a final stepÿ clinics and schools like

the ones in Mentang Vaddis will be built.

The clinics will be the center of an

active family planning programme, as well

as providing basic health care, and

distributing vitamins and milk supplied

by the ÿorld Food Programmeÿ

SCH¢OL 668 Each kampung will eventually haÿe its cÿn

school.  Presently Jakarta has ÿroom

space for less than half of the city TB

childraa.  To educate the ÿÿÿÿ
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is a major aim of Tl%e ÿlurld Bank-suppol%eg

improvement programme,  Jakartaÿs applÿach

to aiding its urban poor is not spectacular

but it has proved practical,  ÿcause of

this low-cost schemes for basic community

improvementsÿ life in the city looks a

little brighter for thousands of kampung

children.

SCHOOLYARD  IN  AUUIfLA!ÿD The children of Auckland have suffered

less than the children of Jakarta -ÿ though

even in this well-to-do-cityÿ rapid urban •

growth meant large classes and temporary

classrooms

703

For Auckland's childrenÿ like Jakartaÿsÿ

changing attitudes will affect their future

urban life.

STÿT oF 19th CÿTURY 704

722

The recent awareness of limited resources

is related to a changing approach toward

urban housingÿ  Older neighborhoods are

no longer bulldozed to make way for new

ones.  Streets lined with nineteenth

century workinÿenÿ s houses have been

declared landmarks.  Restoration has

become popular ÿ especially with young

couples ÿho believe in the New Zealand

do-it--yourself tradition-ÿ- ÿreating a

socio--economic mix of low-income fsÿnilies

and young professionals.

STATE  HOUSinG  FROJFÿCT %9 In New Zealandÿ the national government

helps the lowest income families with

housing -- and state housing follows the
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pattern of single faalily home on %uarter-

acre plot.  In Auckland, there is little

to distinguish public housing from private.

hental homes and apaiÿtment buildings may

be interspersed -- but the majority of

Aucklandÿ s public housing is purchased

with 2ÿ or 3ÿ government mortgages ÿ-

in the flew ÿealand tradition of family-

owned homes°

SHIPS Z1 PORT 75o At the heart of the city is ÿjÿaitemata

Harbour -- it can be considered ons of the

city's limited resources°

The harbour port is of immense importance

to an island nation whose economy depends

on the export of dairy and agricultural

products-- arid whose life-style is

fashioned by manufactured goods from abroad

COII TAIÿ'J:,2I   ÿ©iÿ£

770

Port capacity has steadily increased

through modernization -- but by the 1980*s

another deep-water coastal area must he

found for port expansion.

MARINA

CTOÿY AT HA]:{BOUR EDGg; :

774 The harbour is also used intensively for

recreation -- not only by the expensive

boats raoored in the shadow of Harbour

Bridge ÿ but by the thousands of smaller

boats kept in family backyards.  How

much harbour space shou3dbe filled in

my marinas ÿ consumed by harborside

industry, tuÿed over to a new port?

KAURI ÿOINT And should Kauri Point, nature's last

stronÿlold on the harbour, remain in its
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natural state or be given over to docks

arÿ industry ?

8oo

Becaa se of Aaclÿlandÿ s unique location-ÿ

the uses of the region's ÿ¢aterfronts and

coasts will p!ay a major part in the

future character and environmental qualiÿy

of the city.

• ÿT COAST oC,ÿNÿ 8o7

8!3

Of the Auckland regionTs mar@ÿ miles of

coastline -- perhaps the most beauiÿ,iTÿUl

is along the Pacific Ocean ÿ where city-

dwellers come for recreation and for repose

BUSH ÿD PÿKÿAFÿRV01R

BUÿII AND CITY

8Z?

834

But fÿhe importance of this coastal wilder-

ness is far more than a %ÿeken& escapeÿ

A forty-five mile stretch of native bush

is protected from further development by

the Auckland Regional Authoritÿ ÿ)ecause

it is one of the city's major wateÿsheÿSo

Only its preservation in a natural state

can insure a continuing supply  of fresh

water to fast-growing urban and suburban

Au cklsÿid

NOFÿIÿF,'ÿtST CÿAST HOUSJAq

HOUSÿ ÿITH WATÿ TASIÿ

Iÿ SÿYdÿWL ALONG COAST

842

358

Along the calmer lqortheast Coastÿ develop-

ment has exterÿed far up the rural shore

outpaclng water lines aÿ sewer systems.

Daekyard storage tanks arÿ roof water

collection are common in sparcely-

populated rural New Yÿealan'd.  in

suburban Auckland, they illustrate a

problem faced by many sprawling cities ÿ-

the inability of city services to keep

pace with haÿazarÿI Urbÿl growth.
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kÿN DF2/{O Lh ÿ]</ACH

'S}ÿ{TA  CLAUS   ÿ,ÿTH  GH!LDÿ

859

865

Not all of the  N or$heast Coast is being

lost to d.eveloÿaent@:howeTer.  Hereÿ too,

land of scerLic and recreational value is

being< conmÿrved by the Auckland Resional

Authority,

i

887

IÿACH ?ÿCLIÿ 7ÿo

]{enderholm is the oldest and most popular

of the reservÿ the Auckland megiorÿl

Authority has opened to the publie.  Of

the authorltyTs many planning activitiesÿ

the consezÿration of irreplaceable stretches

of beach and coast has had the greatest

public support.

AN   OF  TÿS  ÿND  PICNZCIÿS 1896ÿ

905

iÿne of the boroughs in the Auckland

region could afford to purchase or main%ÿ,iÿ

reserves like ]ÿenderholm.  By plarÿzing

use for the entire tension ÿ ÿuckland is

insuring:, that future urban generations

will have a space te breathe,

JAKÿA S,TRFÿiLU Aÿ4D ÿ.,JÿRI<ÿ

<

922

The surie toward urbanization is universalÿ

By the year 2000, for the first time in

history, more people wil! live in urban

areas than on the land,  The success of

our cities in meetint, the needs of their

inhabitants depends upon the environmental

decisions we make todayÿ

Jÿ RTA ÿ]00FS 924 The international nature of the problems

of our man-made environment led to thÿ

calling of the !976 United Nations Habitat

Conference.
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Thzÿough the United Nationsÿ c,ÿtmtries cÿ

seek together innovative uses of their

resotuÿces to improve the quality of ilfe

crab. worlds ÿd cities, townsand villages.

940

For Yÿ is in our man-made environment that

we spelÿi most of our lives.

STRE<LT SCÿ -
JAIÿRTA  AN D  AUCKLA!ÿD

SUPER ÿb CREDITS


